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3UÎPÎARY 

X.     Slneo 1950 a small automotivo assembly plant eitablishod by Fbrd Motor 

Coaparçr existed in the United Arab Republic.    With the exception of tires «and 

battorics,   all parte were imported.     Because of import reflations,  this plant 

has been restricted to repair activities since  1964. 

2.      Mariât  prospects,   strategic factoro,  the need t-, provide employment and tho 

existence of som,, unusud militar:,, industrial facilities were  the mam realms 

which led to  tho decision f> establish a nati mal automotive industry in the 
United Arab Republic. 

This Ì« » reanary of a paper iseuod und      the sane title as ID/WC.13/X3. 

^ 2°Zl0• *** 0?,ini^ns «tprcBsod in this paper ore thoBO of tho author and 
do not nocossarUy rofloct the views of the »eerotariat of WTDO. 
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3. The sx.ito firn,   El Nasr Automotive Manufacturing Company,  founded in I960, 

bcfrin with the production of trunks and busos accordili:;* t^ the contract signed 

in 195B-1959 between  the l^cal  authorities  and the Federal Republic  of Germany 

firn,  KlIcknur-lí-arr.lioldx-Bcotí;.     ^tartin;; with  assonni;/  and production  if simple 

parte     the local  rmtnit had to he  increased  f:Taduall;v.    Pif fi cult ics  in reaching 

the planned oaritent  of loyally  supplied c^np monts   jocurrod because  of the in- 

adequacy  of th..  ancillary  industries.    Never* hel.iss,   in  the n-.-xt  fow years  it 

in  uxpeetcd ¡a;  achieve  a L-oal  -vntcnt   of ab «ut  75 per cent. 

4. In 1962 El Nasr Automotive  e u.ufacturin¿:  ''ompany be,;-an the  production of a 

trailer licensed L-y   the Federal Republic  of ifernany fir-n,  Blunhardt.     At  the 

aoraent  almost  all  part3 of this   trailer  are   locally  produced. 

5. Accrdinf: t.»  the  contract  si^nod with-the Yugoslav firm,   Industrija Motora 

RoJovica,   ol Nasr Aut native ;iar:ufacturinp Company started to  .assemble tractors 

in J',»6?.    Objections  f r >m major c >nsumors with respect  to the  suitability of the 

tractor f jr local  conditions led to a delay  in the project and various modifi- 

cations  in the  tractor itself. 

6. In  196? El h'.acr Aut motive Manufacturing Company also bef;an to  assemble 

Fia.t coro.    Up t • 1967 about 14,000 cars had been assembled.    In order to roach 

hif-her local content  in passenger cars,   production wi31 be concentrated on the 

Fiat  I5OO online  and  the  assembling of vehicles   in which this engine  can be 

i nutallod. 

(.      The  paper  indicates and discuses  the main difficulties which the company 

31  Nasr,  which now employs about  4,8CO workers,  had to face.    The most  important 

if  these  problems resulted from:    diversity  of projects,   continuous modifications 

of m>dcls and parts,   lack of foreign currency  and skilled personnel,   and in- 

sufficient and inadequate ancillary industries. 

•"* * - 
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Introduction 

1. 1952 marcs the year of revolution in H^ypt«    It also inar':B the evolution 

of modern industry in the country, which has been so far considered a purely 

agricultural nation, except for a e roup of modern textile factories and the 

traditional su^ar production plants,,    The main nation-1  income "as from the 

export of different agricultural products,  mainly cotton and rice      ^he 

Egyptian market 'as 'ride oper  for the importation of all   ':inds of industrial 

{_OOds„ 

2. On top of tnese ,'oods 1 ere motor care of ail nakoa and typos. All the 

internationally Icnoi-n car manufacturers shared in there importe and were 

competin¿   to augment their share,     Thus the   Vyption mar:et had the widest 

possible variety of cars and the dealers were quite busy importing the re- 

quired spare parts to 'reep these cars ; oint., 

3. Durin;   the Second T orld   rar "hen importation to ^.oypt become very re- 

stricted it vas difficult to ' oep the cars running,    Spare parte became more 

and more scarce and their prices rose quickly.     Several small workshops started 

oa!:inf  a ¿ood business producing   certain spare  parts that "ere easy to  imitate, 

despite the very low uuality of the production 

4. Coon after the -ar the  flo;   of imported cars arid spare  parts  started 

a¿nin and the crisis vas nearly forgotten.    However thir crisis became the 

main initiative vhich drove a number of business people to establish the 

first  factories-  for the production of automobile accessories  in !Cf,ypt.     Thus 

the production of tires vas ctarted in a modern  tire  factory in Alexandria, 

and the juTJiufacture of batteries vas introduced in another factory.    Pro- 

duction of bra'e linings and loaf springs was also planned. 

5. In 19r0 The  " ord , otor Company constructed a nc    assembly plant «it 

Sraouha in Alexandria.    The pl~uit    as especially equipped for the assembly 

of all types of cars rondin,   from small passenger cars  (Jcnsul, Taunus and 

Alalia) up to heavy-duty true'-« and tractors for a{ riculture      The productive 

capacity of the plant '-as tv e Ivo vehicles  per day or 3,000 units per year to 

"be assembled from completely    nocked down  (CKD)  components.     The activities 

of the plant also included en¡ ine reconditioning and a fully equipped service 

school. 
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6«     Tbm plan which had on area of 7.22 acres and a covered floor spaoe of 

270,825 «a was built ina free zone area.    It employed about MO workers and 

served in the beginning to cover the needs of Sudan and Turkoy in addition 

to Egypt.    The iofal   number of units asaembled in   the years I962,  I963 and 

I964 ware 1,440,  1,534 and 1,341-.  havmp a va' ^ oí ^ i:lui:-ïf8l5 and 

US 1,422,725,  respectively,     L'h,   .; cti-.itioL of Lho Ford Ic.or Company con- 

tinued until it i.'ar.  recently stopped by the restrictions    put on the importa- 

tion of cars and the  difficulties  in obtaining the  foreign exchange  required 

for an importation.   Plant activities are at  present vmtrictcri to repair work 

of Ford cars already  on  übe uarkct. 

7. After the revolution,  industriali zinc: ^    country bocano one of the 

main targets of the Go\eminent.    In 1956 the Kin.-'stry of Industry wan cre- 

ated and the first  five-year industrial plan was announced shortly there- 

after. 

8. The production of automotive equipment was one of the subjects that 

received attention from the beginning.    The i>-pr,y-j parts crisi r, during the 

Seoond World 'Jar revealed tne importance of r tandarLaition ana the urgent 

need of having, local production cf certain inmo-rtanx spa:v. parta.    The idea 

was gradually developed   co  includo the  produrli on of  v.aick;-:,   and the  first 

studies  for the execution ox" thin project were  rtai+ed in 1953.    As v/il1   be 

explained in detail  in the foilowln£ chapters, -ediouu  étudiée and tests were 

made, which led to  the conclusion of the  li rat coi treet   f-n- the production of 

trucks and buses in 1959.    That year can be con adored ab the real  date of 

birth of the automotive industry in the United Arab Republic. 
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TO? 
I.      gtfL AKP ROAD TRAMSPORT CONPITIQirS IS » 

ARAB REPUBLIC 

Area and population 

9. The UAR covers a total area of 1,002,000 W.    Out of this total area 
2 2 

965,000 'an'" are desert,  leaving only 37f000 Ion    of cultivated land in the 

Nile valley and the Delta,  representing only about  3.7 per cent of the 

total area of the country. 

10. The total  population is  at the present  30.05 million,   thus giving a 

population density of PI inhabitants per 'an".    excluding the desert area, 

the actual population density related to cultivated land is 835 inhabitants 
? 

per 'on  , which is considered among the highest population    densities in the 

world. 

11. The rate of population increase (2.53 per cent per year) is also very high. 

In the period between 1927 and 1966 the population has been more than doubled. 

This extremely high rate of population growth represents one of the major prob- 

lems facing the development of the Egyptian economy. 

12. The two main cities in the UAH are Cairo, the capital, with 4.196 million 

inhabitants, and Alexandria, the nain harbour on the nediterranean, with 

1.8 million inhabitants. The rest of the population is distributed among the 

other 23 states of the UAH in the following way: 

(a) I3.39& million people in the northern stater, including the Nile 
Delta, the ime;., Canal and the norhtcm coast; 

(b) 10,057 million people ir. the southern states including the upper 
Nile valley south of Cairo, the lied Sea coast, and the 
new valley. 

Transport via roads and railways 

13. Until recently the transport of passengers and goods in the UAR depended 

mainly on railway service.     A retwor; of railways covers all the main cities 

and states of the UAK.    The  length of the railway lines ajnounts at present to 

4,263 leni.    The  longest  line  connecting   Alexandrin on  the northern coast to 

Aswan on the southern border in about 1,250 km lonL,.    The total passenger 

and goods transport load by railway in I965 is noteworthy.    The total passenger 

transport was 5,788 km,and the total freight transport,  3,458 km. 
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14. H©w#v»r,  in t.i© 1%«* tor. years c^a&t of iurte i.-oro exerted to establish 

now roads and highway*- an*cî to it» pro\<   tho condition of the existing roade. 

A nodo m two-loi JO hi¿avip\  i,t.'    s-retruet^d conned i i    Alexandria to Cairo via 

thfc Nilo Liolt; ..     ,'« w   t»,r«   -*   m c <" were-  a loo  tvi'M:  ..nj nini, C;¡iro  to tho  Suez 

G&nal at  lemmlii ".¡tu in<    f-'--f-  **-|i^-  t<-  tho  nv,-rly  eultivatcu arca  in tho nov 

vmlloy,    Thur   fa.- ro, d traut port  of po^ds arrivili.,  from harbours to Cairo 

( representing the ia;.i:i corii-o <*>"* consumption)    m.  fo upper C¿:ypt v.-an greatly 

ancourarcd,     A ruv .'tv*  f'-r ro»d  tre na port har   Ihue  i-cor: opened,  and represents 

a vital  factor in t!.<   ••*;ia"li' hm nt and growth of the automotive industry in 

tho UAR. 

15. Tho fol lot'in,; i'içuroi   ¿iva tìx». ion¿th of the rcade in the UAR in I9Ó6 

ae ooaparod to 1952« 

V«blo i 

{in kilafr/îtr^u) 

125Ü Iff* 
apricultu-aï  roade 14,395 17,305 
Be&ert ror.dj JUÄIS. *W&* 

Total 3 7,014 22,550 

The total longth of  -he net; roeùs built in the puriod 1952 to I966 amounts 

to 5,544 l<m. 

16. Tablo 2 gives a break-down of the gross tonnage of poods unloaded and 

ihipped from the diffeloni '>yptAar harbourr,. 

Gpodc unloaded ai d Ahiprod. 1^66 
{xu iui i none oitSne) 

fyPOUyS lf# 

G00C-B unloaded 

Aloxtn'tria t,3 
Suez 2.3 
Poï>t >l3là  t»8 
Total 10,4 

Goods shippoa 

Alexandria 2,3 
Suoa 1.7 
Port Said £tJ 

Total 4.3 
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ii.  THE AUTOMOTIVE VASxm 

Trucks with payload over three tons 

17. The total number of truc's with a    payload over three tone running in the 

UAR during I966 was 22,6/10.    This figure includes all types of trucks used for 

civil purposes    hether equipped i.'ith normal platforms,  tippers,  tanks or re- 

frigerating units.    It excludes all military vehicles (for which no details 

are available). 

18. These trucks represent a v?riety of internationally known makes which - 

with the exception of 3,400 true;B which had been produced locally since I96I - 

have been all imported.    It ir.  to be noted thr.t about 9,000 trucks out of the 

total  number (i„e.  about 40 per cert) are  over ten years old and thus require 

frerruent  replacement of worn parts. 

Truc .s with less than three tons payload 

19. The total number of truck* having   a payload of less than three tons that 

were running in  the Uà:: during I966 '/as  ^,284,     These trucks  included all types 

of liftht trueles,   pick-ups and delivery vans,     bince I960,   1,847 of these have 

been imported.    They are - variety of makes with the greatest number  representing 

Ford,  International,  Studebaker and Chevrolet.    lost of the Ford trucks have been 

assembled locally in the Ford plant at Alexandria. 

Trailers 

20. The total number of truck trailers running in the UAR in 1-966 was 2,194. 

This figure includes all types of transport trailers whether with normal plat- 

forms,  tan'-s or refrigerator units.    It  is to be noted that  1,729 of these 

trailers were licensed since i960,  representing  about 80 per cent of the total. 

This can be traced back to the fact that until  recently the use of truck trailers 

was very limited,   due  to  inadenuate  road conditions and the  crowded traffic in 

city centres.    However,  - ith  the  improvement  of road conditions and the construc- 

tion of highways,   the use oí   trailers became more and more common. 

21. This was further boosted by the establishment of trailer production locally. 

The demand for trailers has increased rapidly during the last  five years and 

now almost equals that for trucks. 
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22«     TT» total number of buses running during I966 was 6,434.   This figure 

includes 3,834 public transport buses,  3,815 private buses,  5^8 school buses 

and 257 tourist buses.    About one fifth of these buses are over ten years 

old and represent immediate replacement needs.    They include 2,470 buses locally 

made during I96I to 66 representing about 35 P^r cent of the  total bus fleet. 

The rent of the  buses s re  imoorted of different makes,   the  grecte:;t number be- 

ing represented by Bedford .-nd Merceden.    Amon^ the public  transport buses the 

biggest percentage arc city transport buses used in the big citiee.    About 

1,200 of these  buoer. ? re running,  in Cairo rnd about 5OO  i*1 Alexandria. 

Passenger Cars 

23»      According to statistics (ac of July 1967) the total number of passenger, 

cars licensed are:    90,913 private cars,  15,268 taxis and 5,819 microbuses, 

24.     The total number of pac render cars is thus about 112,000.    This 

figure includes practically all well-known intern tional makes.    It includes 

also 14,120 locally assembled NJISR earn produced according to the licence of 

Fiat of models 1100,   1300 and 23OO. 

25»     The majority of the cars running are continental medium—size cars with 

fengine capacities of one tc two litres.    This sise is the most popular and 

most adequate  to  the  social conditions in the UAR. 

26,     The number of cars imported in the years 1952 to 1959 1B 
aB follows» 

Table 3 

Hianber of Imported oars. 1952 - 1959 

1952 

1953 
1954 

1955 
1956 

1957 

1958 

1959 

4,575 2,491,586 

2,044 1,008,560 

3,131 1,577,326 

5,722 3,267,563 

1,913 1,860,973 

1,049 631,957 

3,174 1,477,962 

5,085 2,319,375 
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27. The number of imported care decreased greatly in the years 1956 to 1958 

due to the lack of foreign currency in those years.    In the years 19*00 and 

I96I about 7,000 cars were imported before restrictions were placed on the 

importation of motor cars in Y)C¿.    Practically no import licence was granted 

for importation of complete care after V)Ù2.    Caio registered in the years 

following 1962 were either oi  local  production or cars  brought to the UAR by 

Egyptians returning from their work abroad or foreigners working in the UAR. 

28. Referring, the number of registered cars to  the total number of inhabi- 

tants, the ratio ic  283 inhabitants per registered motor car (l9o7). This 

figure has decreased considerably  in the  last  ton years and is continuously 

decreasing despite the  improvement   in the standard of  living.    There  is no 

doubt that thin figure is very high if compared with figures in industrialized 

countries as for example 5.7 oars per inhabitant in tho Federal Republic of 

Germany,  6.2 in  the United Kingdom,   10.9 in Italy, SO in Spain, 55 in Japan 

and 45 i" Brazil. 

29. Hov/ever if we consider the per capita income in the UAR, which is still 

lot: as compared to these countries,   this  figure  appears to be  fairly high. 

No doubt the present efforts exerted in industrializing the  country are re- 

sulting in a gradual  increase of  the per capita income and will lead to a 

gradual increase in the use of motor cars.    The ave rafee national annual in- 

come per person increased from LE 37.1 in 1952/53 to LE 50.2 in I959/6O and 

LE 59.8 in 1964/65. 

30. It is expected that by 1975 tho figure of inhabitants per car will de- 

crease to about  280.    Talcing into considération the number of inhabitants by 

1975» vhich is expected to be 35 million,  the   number of cars running in 1975 

should be 125,000. 

31. Prom the above suvey of the automobile market in the UAR, it can be seen 

that the market potential is rather limited.    This represented a considerable handL- 

cap against the establishment of an automobile industry which ia basically a 

maSB production industry recati ring a minimum of production capacity to be 

economical. 

32. However, positive steps were made towards the establishment of this in- 

dustry due to  the following factors: 

(a) There are now increasing prospects of exportation to Arab and 
African countries,  stimulated by the prospect of forming the 
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Arab market. 'Rie firot step towards that end was the treaty 
•igned between a number of Arab countries, members of the Arab League, 
granting Arab producís certain custom e-emptions or reductions when ex- 
changed from one country to the other. Also the African markets with 
their continuously increasing potential represented ¿,ood prospects of 
no lees importance, although more challen..in, . 

(b) liiere was an urgent need for raore truc'-e and buses, mich appeared as 
a natural result of the industrialization of the country, and th< 
numerous construction, economic and indi striai projects that wort- ut=trted 
after 1952. The projects for land reclamation from t!ie desert and 
for the land reform represented also M i\iturc consumers for auto- 
motive products. 

(o) There vere factors unica favour the av-i lability of a local auto- 
mobile factory. The pmaence of such a factory \ ould lead towards 
standardization of the automobile market in the count i-y and correspond- 
ingly the standardization of its rc<.virements in spare parts. The 
great variety of car ma'ces that were imported into the country haf; 
caused difficult:/ in their upkeep. I ar;,c amounts of fore if. n currency 
are yearly consumed by the importation of spare parts which .ire etili 
not enough to keep the cars running. The need for standardization 
was greatly felt, especially during war times when importation re- 
strictions had to be faced, resultili,, in the complete stoppage of 
large numbers of cars at a time when they ' ere most needed. 

(d) The Government eagerly wished to create industries that could offer 
opportunities for work to the maximum number of people. The well- 
known characteristic of the automotive industry, '-<ith the ancillary 
industries that it helps create, of re.fuiriw, larfie numbers of labourers 
either directly or indirectly, was an appealing, factor in favour of in- 

troducing this industry. 

(•) There existed a number of military factories that had in time of peace 
a big production capacity that could be utilised for producirif certain 
automotive components with little extra investment. In fact, making, 
use of these available production capacities was the basis on which 
the project of automobile production started. 

ill these factors together have helped in the creation of the automotive in- 

dustry in the UAÎÎ. 

XXI. TH£ JSTABLIümaaiT O!1 THU TRUCK AND BUS IIlDUSTilY 

33. During the years 19^6 and 1957 the first studies and contacts for ti» 

establishment of the true1: and bus industry in the UAIi were started. Sample 

trucks of different makes were iToufht into Jtypt and tested under the severest 

local conditions. The exact performance of each truck was registered and 

analysed. A complete offer for the establishment of an automotive industry 

was submitted by Eastern Germany and Czechoslovakia combined, and was care- 

fully studied by different committees. The offer included the production of 
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trucks and tractors and the establisaawnt of a number of ancillary industrie» 

needed for that production.    Tht offer was fccwe\er finally discarded due to 

the very high inver trient i I recnured. 

34. An a result of thess studies and testa it was finally decided in Ootober 1957 

to issue an international tender for the establishment cf true': production.    The 

true: to be produced waò ^pauifxea to have a pay load of about five tons v/hioh 

was adequate at that time for u^e in Egypt,    furthermore it vas rerruested that 

the true'- factoij  should lx¿ able to produce ';rvukc  for civil use  in a 4x2 

execution and for military une with a 4x4 ferra for use under cross-country 

conditions. 

35. The tender issued reruestid the submission of offers for the production of 

such a truc': et a capacity of 3,500 trucks per year in tvo -forking shifts of 

fifteen forking hours per day.    The offer wac to includj the granting of the 

production licence as veil as all the technical assistance needed for the establish- 

ment of the production locally.    Additional optional offers for the assembly and 

part production of tractors,   cUesel engines and passenger cars ware to be includ- 

ed if desired. 

36. In November 1957 a tsomier! coHuittse vas  fonr.ed by the Ministry of Industry 

to visit all the automobile companies which repressed a wish to participate in 

the tender,  so as to clarify and explain to them all aspects of the requested 

project. 

37. The companies included üaim.Hr Benz and Kloöckner-KumbolcH-Deutz of the 

Federal Republic cf Gnrnany,  ¿aui^r uf Auavri?-,  Fiat of Italy and Praga of 

Czechoslovakia.    The closing -îgf. frr the submission of th- offers was the end 

of Farcii 1958.    Sample trucks  -ere renuested to b? sert to Egypt and were tho- 

roughly tested vnder ulx local  condition's.    StudieJ of che offers submitted and 

testing- of the ,ja,mp?e truc':r continued for atnut   ten montar,. 

38. Finally,   in November l<,5üf   the result vas announced,  and it vas Kloeckner- 

HumboHt-Deutz of the Feder;!, republic of Germany  that vas selected.    The pre- 

liminary contract   por the estaDliohment of trie'   production ras thus signed be- 

tween that    firm and  fans Oiv.anination for th'. execution of the Pive-Year Industrial 

Plan on 29 November 195rt. 

39. Further negotiations followed to work out the different articles of the final 

contract which was signed in Cairo in February 1959.    Production of bus bodies 
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was added to the contract to bo built on rear engine chassis haviag the ssae 

•&êine as the truck and with several other identical components. 

40. The production capacity contracted for wast 

29OO   truc' s Ax? and 4 x 4 with a payload of cix tons and 112 fap 
diesel engines, 

6OO   buses of 6S passerei oc.p- '"'ity  on'1 

500   extra diesel engines. 

The contract foresaw an increase in that capacity to 6,000 truces and buses 

per year. 

41. It should be noted here that the truck selected had an air cooled diesel 

engine.    It was debated at length whether thie type of engine was suitable for 

the hot climate.    Doubts vere expressed in that respect, especially concerning 

the bus with the engine located in the rear as city buses are subjected to 

heavy traffic conditions and overloads. Thorough tests were therfore performed 

before signing the contract,  the results of i-hich left no reason for doubt; 

the engine proved emite    successful and no  trouule was encountered with cooling. 

Thie fact has been proven a¿ain and again through the millions of kilometres 

that the buses and truc':s have run in the UAR cince production was etarted. 

42. This contract signed for the production of truccc and buses can be con- 

sidered as the real  birth certificate of the automotive industry in Egypt. 

Immediately afterwards the El Nasr Automotive  • anufacturin¿ Company was founded 

as a state company with a capital of eight million k',  and was entrusted with 

the execution of the project.    In April  I960 the company started its activities. 

43. The contract included the ¿ranting of the production licence and sales 

rights in the UAR and certain other Arab and African countries.    It  included 

further the extension of all know-how and technical assistance needed to 

build up the nev automobile factory and for organizing the production, sales 

and after-sales service of the products.    The contract included also the delivery 

of all production equipment and raw materials needed for the new factory,  as 

well as all parts finished or semi-finished, 

44. In July 196?,  a  supplementary contract WUF  ri r:cd vita   the  same   firm for 

the production of ar  eitht  ton payload true':       Fho relcctcd true': had the  name 

air cooled engine as the original one but with 1 hi&her output  (l¿5 Din hp) 

The production capacity contracted for was  1,¿0C trucks per year in two shifts 

and included the production of both the 4 x '?.  and ¿1x4 versions. 

mm 
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45. The total production capacity of truc'ee thus beoame 4» 100 poa* year. 

Production of both types - the six ton and ei^ht ton payload - was to run 

iifflultaneously.    The ori,,inai oruipment contracted for ''as to be modified and 

amended so as  %o alle; the production of both typet;  simultaneously. 

IV.     RESUiE Of TIC VlAll OF Pr,0DT,'CTI0K FOR Ti/JCKS MX DUDES 
AL FORSEEN IN THE SIGNED CONTRACT 

46, According to the plant: stipulated in the contract for the production of 

true'- and bus chassis,   the production should start and proceed gradually in 

eight different rtai.ee, of one year each until the maximum local production 

percentage was  achieved.    The contract  :/as based or. attaining  local production 

of 47 per cent  of the  total value of the  complete truck (as  referred to  the 

ex-factory price of the supplier)  inside the automotive factories,  produced 

with the equipment provided for in the contract.    This percentage included 

the value of all parte to be produced inside the factory plus the added value 

of labour in the assembly painting and final testing. 

47. About 46 per cent of the total value of the complete truck was to be 

produced by different local suppliers representing the ancillary industries. 

This percentage included tires, batteries, window panes,  rubber parts, plastic 

parts,  electrical  accessories and other different parts foreseen to be produced 

by specialized local suppliers.    It further inoluded the value of the serai- 

finished castings  and  forgings planned  to be produced in a special  independent 

forging plant  and foundry which was to  be built  (and has now been completed). 

40,    It  should be  noted that according   to  the contract,  the obligations of 

the supplier wer.   limited to the guarantee of obtaining the 47 per cent produc- 

tion content within the new automobile  factory with the eouipment to be de- 

livered \dthin the scope of the contract.    Though it remained further the 

obligation of the supplier to help develop    the ancillary industries in order 

to achieve the 46 per cent local  production entrusted to them, yet the supplier 

bore no guarantee  for attaining this percentage.    The main effort in exploiting 

the local ancillary industries remained as the major job of the automotive 

company together with the concerned industrial organizations. 
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The cikat jprodactiurt • 31,0408 

0»    The thr«e first stages (of one year each) included all assembly operations 

of the chassis, cab and main mechanical groups such as engine,  axles and brakes, 

They included furthermore    the produci-    .ns.ide the factory of all email and 

relatively simple parts of the chassie eithor machined or pressed.    These parts 

included fuel tanks,  air tank.3,  mudguards,  pipes,  different  standard parts, 

several   links and tie  rode.     Thty aleo included aererai  car   part;; such aü the 

wooden frane of doors,  and other small   parts,  the cob itself beim   completely 

welded and painted locally.     The production percentage  to lie  achieved by the 

factory at  the end of these  thro3  stayer, wan about 18 per cent  of  the value 

Of local  production of tue whole  true1:.     If  the  percentage oí   the   value of 

the partn which were to be purchased from different local  suppliers vere added 

to the total  local production porcentaje   It v/ould be about   38 per cent. 

50. The fourth ond fifth stages  (each of one year) were mainly restricted to 

the production of tho engine.    The  fourth sla^e included the production of 

certain r.iajor parta of the  entire  such as  cylinder,  cylinder hoac and flywheel, 

while the fifth state included the production of the rest of the engine parts. 

The two  stapes  included the  production of tho  front and roar axles and other 

heavier parts of the chassis  and cab.    ihe production percentage <-t the end of 

these stages was foreseen te 3o per cent inside the factory and about 69 per 

cent together with tho value  of the  locally purchased parts. 

51. The  sixth,   seventh and eighth  ^'+af,6c,  vhich were  later amai .amated into 

two stages of one year each,   induced tne  production of p.ear box,  steering, 

propeller shaft and all heavy pressings of cV^siu : nd ci1 ,     By the produ.tion 

of these parts a total   local  production percentage of 47 per cont  inside the 

factory and 93 per cent with the addition of local suppliers would be attained. 

52. The r.lan for^rj ;w the continuâtxjn of ..¡urohasin/i, certain parts from foreign 

suppliers.    These pares, e.-.t'.inatod in value of about seven per cent of the truck 

value at the end of the project,  i: eluded all highly specialized parts,  the 

local production of which would either require special  skil]   difficult to 

attain,  or would be uneconomic.    The parts included certain roller and ball 

bearings,  valve  scats,  injection niazles  and measuring  instruments. 

53. Therefore,the project  included the production of 47 per cent of the total 

truok value in sev3n years time,  tc  which the time of starting the production 
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should be added.    Parte for about 46 per cent in valu« w«re anticipated to be 

purchased from local suppliers. 

54»    The equipment needed for the automobile factory was to be supplied in 

six staces corresponding   to the  seven production stages.    The eouipment included 

the complete assembly enuipment,  the engine production chop,  the ¿.ear shop,  the 

heat treatment shop,  the press  chop, the general machine tool  shop, tho  tool 

room and the ¿em >al maintenance chop. 

55»    'Furthermore the equipment  included a complete bus body production shop 

with all  its welding and painting facilities.    The production of the bus body 

was planned to proceed in two st-v.eB of one year each.    The production inside 

the factory was to achieve a percentage in value of 57 per cent of the total 

bus body value plus parts bearing a value of approximately 39 per cent were 

anticipated for local supply.     The factory would have no    for^e or foundries 

of its own but would depend on  existing local  suppliers in that  field. 

56.    Thus at the beginning of I960, the ICI iKsr Automotive Manufacturing Company 

was founded and started the building of their new factories in a vast area 

allocated to the company in ' adi-Hof,   30 ion south of Cairo.    All  plans  for the 

production stages had bee.' "or'.ed out and agreed upon with the  contractor.    A 

team of engineers and technicians were sent  to  the federal  Republic of Germany 

for training and the real worv  for establishing;   the automobile  industry in the 

UAR was well on its way. 

The execution of the true!: and bus project 

57»    On 23 July i960 the first assembly line  for trucks was inaugurated :'n the 

new factory site in Wadi-Hof.     The factory had already a built-up area of 8,000 m . 

The trucks were assembled out oí" CICD sets imported from the Federal Republic of 

Germany with a local content of about fifteen per cent which included tires, 

batteries,  glass panes,  paints and certain wooden and plastic parts. 

58.    local production has continued to progress gradually attaining the produc- 

tion percentages shown in the following table: 
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Local Droduction rate of truc ;o 

a/id busesfl 1960-1966 

?.f^^MSLSLMsLSÚM 
IXWKCIt 

January i960 15 

January I96I PO 

January I962 25 

January 1963 30 

January I964 32 

January I9Ó5 35 
January 1966 38 

Busts1 
1 

January 1962 18 

January 1963 25 

January 1964 32 

January I965 40 

January 1966 47 

59. During January i960 to July I966 the toree first planned production stageo 

were achieved, as well as a good part of the fourth sta^«?. Equipment having a 

value of about LE I.9 million (equivalent to about S million US dollars) was 

received, erected and put into operation. Further equipment for the production 

of the bus body was received, having a value of about LE l80,000 (equivalent to 

about O.48 million US dollars). The total local production percentage attained 

in the bus production is ehovm in table 4 above. 

60. Comparing the actually attained figure with the planned one, it can be 

clearly seen that the execution of the project was delayed. The main reason 

for this delay, apart from the difficulties ensourtered with the local suppliers 

(which will be referred to later in the paper) was the lack of foreign currency 

needed for the purchase of the necessary equipment. Great difficulties and 

delays were faced in obtaining the required credit; this remained the main 

handicap preventing fulfilment of the plans. 

•MHIIMNH 
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61.    A big 8tep toward solving this problem was made in Hay I965, when means 

were found to finance the puchase of a good portion of the remaining equipment by 

by long term credit.    An agreement was reached with the contractor to buy cer- 

tain standard machine tools from eastern European countries whose currencies 

were easier to obtain.    Thus.neans »ere made available to purchase most of the 

remaining necessary equipment, and for a sum of about 3-E 3.85 million (equi- 

valent to about 10 million US dollars).    Immediately thereafter the selection 

of the required erruipment and ita order followed.    The delivery of this equip- 

ment started at the end of 196Í. and upon receipt „-as immediately erected and 

put into operation.     It was hoped that by the end of I967 the fourth,  fifth 

and part of the sixth sta^e would be finished,  thus obtaining a local produc- 

tion percentage of about  34 per cent  inaidc the factory. 

62. Further efforts  ,re beine made to  finalize the remaining stages.    It was 

hoped -that all the rest of the equipment t.ould be ordered by the end of I967 

or during the first months of 1968.    The project would thus be completely 

finished (from the point of view of planned production inside the factory) 

by the end of I969.     The actual period of execution would therefore be ten 

years from the date of the signed contract. 

63. During these years (from i960) production continued and the following 

number of trucks and buses were produced: 

Tablo  5 

Number of trueles and buses produced., 1959 - 1966 

July 1959 - June i960 
July i960 - June 1961 
July I96I - June I962 
July 1962 - June 1963 
July 1963 - June I964 
July 1964 - June I965 
July 1965 - June I966 
July 1966 - Dec.  1966 

Trucks 

number     value LE 

273 
682 
694 

1,067 
1,328 

932 
986 
412 

910,450 
1,890,050 
1,097,109 
4,083,450 
5,139,34o 
3,915,046 
3,706,921 
1,666,745 

Buses 

number     value LE 

114 
292 
521 
396 
536 
421 
281 
80 

592,800 
1,394,080 
2,681,420 
2,777,508 
3,707,686 
2,914,714 
1,970,250 

542,300 

64.    Production attained its maximum during I963/64 and then decreased in the 

following years.    This was directly the result of the difficulties encountered 

in obtaining the foreign currency needed for the importation of parts.    This 

difficulty was amplified by the delay in attaining the local production 
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percentages planned, thus failing to diminish the value of the required in- 

ported parte. 

65.    To overcome this difficulty the Company exerted every possible effort to 

accelerate the local production as previously e-pUined.    On the other side, 

efforts were also made to export the completed buses    in order to use the 

revenue to cover the Company's needs.    The Company actually succeeded in ex- 

porting the following buses: 

Tablo 6 

Buses exported. 1964-1067 

number 

Buses 

value IS 
Country 

1964/65 62 390,049 Irak 
1965/66 37 233,615 Irak 
1966/67 300 1,700,000 Kuweit^ 

§/   This last order for 300 buses to Kuweit was concluded recently and is 
under execution at present. 

66.    It is hoped that through the increasing possibilities of exportation to 

Arab countries and the expected rmick increase in local production,  it will 

become possible to cover all the production needs of foreign currency and thus 

to increase the factory's production capacity. 

V.      PRODUCTION OF TRAILERS 

67. Following the signing of the contract for the production of trucks and 

buses the need arose for a trailer that was fit for use with the trucks,  the 

production of which had just started.    The big economic advantage of trailers 

for transport made the production of such trailers the logical Btep to be 

taken following the production of trucks.    This step was further encouraged 

by the similarity in the parts and production methods  between the  trailer and 

the truck. 

68. Thus in March 196I after having contacted a few trailer manufacturers, 

a contract was signed with a firm of the Federal Republic of Germany 
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(Blumhardt - "upperthal) for the production of trailers in Egypt.    The contract 

which was Big-ned with the Five-Year Industrial Plan Organization concerned the 

licensed production of 1,000 trauere yearly of different types,  having a pay- 

load of six,  eicht  and t'/eJve tons,   in one  shift,     lie execution of the con- 

tract was entrusted to  the ill Na¿>r Automotive  ; anuf act urine   Company,   and was 

planned to  run parallel  • i th tHe production of trucks,  making   use  of the avail- 

able production capacity of the  equipment  included in the  true!: project.    The 

investment  required was thus minimized, improving greatly the economy of the 

project and affect in0 favourably the economy of the original  truck project. 

A technical   study imi; raadt directly after the contract  to try  to  standardize 

some componente ana parte between the produced trucks and the selected trailers. 

The study did effectively lead  to  the adaptation of certain truck parts in the 

trailer such a.3  the air reservoir and certain brake parts and rims,  which sim- 

plified the production of the  trailers. 

69. In April  1962  the assembly of eifeht and twelve ton trailers was  started 

locally.    The progressive manufacture of trailer parts then followed,  so that 

today practically all trailer parts are produced, locally except for axles and 

turntables.     The production of axles wae scheduled to  start at the  end of I967. 

The production of  turntables,  entrusted to a local supplier,  is progressing 

successfully,    Thup  100 per cent local production of these trailers is anti- 

cipated before July  i960.    The  company has  recently started manufacturing 

agricultural trailers of four ton payloads  to cover the needs in that important 
field. 

70. The tutal number of  trailers produced from the start in I962 until the 

end of June 1967 was 626 with a value of LE 1,484,077. 

VI.      PBODTJCTION OF PASSENQEB CAHS 

The Ramses car 

71.    The first real attempt to produce a passenger car was made in 1958, when 

two young Egyptian engineers were granted permission by the Government to 

manufacture a small car.    The first two prototypes were ready for test in 

July I95Ö.    They were very similar to the  small   British car,   Frisky,  with an 

engine of 400 cm    capacity.    They were assembled out of components  imported 

from different makes and the body was made locally in fibre glass.    The oars 
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were named Ramses, and the Ramses Car iianufacturing Company was established 

as a small private firm in July 1959. The care wore very simple in design, 

having no differential and no reverse bear. They vere driven backwards by 

reversing the engine's rotating direction. 

72. The variouB teste performed on the cam showed many defects, and basic 

edifications or. the deci/.n ^u io be introduced. A differential ßear and 

a reverse gear were introduced and the body was made of sheet metal. Host 

of the chassis parts were imported from NSU Ko torera .>er':e A.G. of the Federal 

Republic of Germany; the rear engine, clutch, gearbox differential and rear 

axle beine imported as one integrated unit. To encourage this project, the 

Five-Year Plan Organization made a contract with the firm to buy the first 

100 cars to be produced in i960, with modified specifications, at a price of 

LE 620 per car. 

73. The oars were assembled locally with certain additions of locally manu- 

factured parts. The sheet-metal body was produced manually in the workshops 

that the firm had built in Cairo (not far from the Guiza pyramids) and according 

to a local design that fitted well with the imported chassis. 

74. Other versions of the car, such as a light pick-up and a convertible model, 

were also made. The local production percentage in the cars ranged about 

40 per cent of the total car value. Amoné, the parts included in local pro- 

duction were springs, cables, bumpers, seats, tiros and batteries. 

75. In December I963 the company was nationalized and amalgamated with a 

factory producing bicycles and wotor-cycles. The production of the email 

cars continued and new- models were brought to the market. However the act- 

ivities in that field remained on the small scale in which they were started 

and most of the work done was manual. These activities were partly affected 

by difficulties encountered in obtaining the foreign currency needed for im- 

portation of the required parts, and production thus dropped in the last two 

years. 

76. The following table shows the production figures since the start in 1959: 
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feble 7 

Number of Ramses cars produced, 

1959 

i960 

1961 

1962 

1963 

1964 

1965 

1966 

1967 

Ho. of care 

12 

138 

158 

214 

415 

429 

448 

305 

92 

77. The selling price of the Harnees oar is at present LE 1,070 Including 

US 200 production tax. 

Contract with Fiat 

78. '."hen the second five-year industrial plan v;as worked out in 1959, the 

question of producing a passenger car arose and v;as debated at length.    The 

market requirements were estimated at about 7,000 care per year,  a number be- 

lieved to be much too small to allow for economic production.    However,  due 

to several  factors a decision uas made  in favour of the project.    Thus it was 

included in the second five-yoar industrial plan t:hich was officially announced 

at the end of 1959.    The project at. J tuned,  as a  bards,  thi. production of a 

medium size car for four or five persons and ;:ith an engine capacity of 1 to 

1,5 litres.    The production capacity uas determined to be 10,000 cars per 

year in two working shifts. Expansion possibilities to a production of 20,000 

cars per year was foreseen in the project planning,  as v/ell as the assembly of a 

bigger car in limited quantities. 

79»    Based on this plan,  studies and contacts were started in i960 with a 

number of international car manufacturers.    Several offers were  received, but 

were found to be for assembly only and were therefore disqualified.    Only three 

offers conformed with the project requirements;  namely the offers submitted 

by Fiat of Italy,  Renault of France and Borgward of The Federal Republic of 

Germany, 
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80. The three offers were thoroughly studied and at last a decision was made 

in favour of Fiat.    A contract was signed on 30 îarch ICól between the Pive- 

Year Industrial Tlan Organisation and Fiat based on local production of 

10,000 cars of the nodel 1100 in two v.'oikin?. chi ft s ; local assembly of 

2,000 cars of the to del   LMOO and local  assembly of 1,000 jeep Compagnola. 

81. Again the execution of the contract vas entrusted to  the El Nasr Automotive 

Manufacturing Company which had just started production of true'rs and buses. 

It was believed that executing all the automotive projects in one company would 

help reduce the overhead charges and improve the economy of the projects by 

making use of the equipment of one project in the other,  thus  reducing the 

total investment needed. 

VII.    RESUME OF THE PLAN OF PRODUCTION OF PASSBHQER CARS 

Stages of production 

82. The contract with Fiat foresaw the establishment of local  automobile 

production of the Model 1100 progressively in four independent  stages. The 

first stage was the car assenbly.    This  stage is in itself divided into 

several steps according  to the form in which  the car parts are  delivered from 

abroad for assembly.     In the  first  step which is called "Standard 2 assembly" 

the car body  is  completely welded and painted,  while the mechanical groups 

are delivered in CKD condition.    In the second step called "Standard 4 assembly" 

the body is knocked doi-.n ínoj a number of main parts while in the third and 

last step, "Standard 6",  the body is completely 'cnocked down,  and is completely 

welded and painted locally. 

83. The second stage was engine production;   the third, production of the 

different mechanical groups including gearbox, transmission and suspension; 

and the fourth stage,  the production of the body.    This last stage, which re- 

quires very high investment in presses and dies, was considered as an optional 

stage, the execution of which should be decided later according to the way the 

project progressed and according to the economic study to be made in that 

respect. 

84. It was estimated that at the end of the four stages,  the total value 

of the locally produced parta together *ith the added value in assembly 
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would amount in 88.5 per cent of the total car value.    Thie included the valu« 

of the parts to be purchased from the local ancillary industry. 

85. l!o fixed time for the execution of every stap.e was defined, but was left 

for the mutual decision of both partners accordinr, to progress of the wor':. 

86. According to the contract,  Fiat war to ßrant to the Egyptian partner the 

production licence and the complete documented details needed for starting 

local production.    Fiat had also the obligation to assist  the Egyptian partner 

in purchasing all  the necessari' enuipment as defined by Fiat who bore the 

guarantee for their suitability and sufficience to achieve  the agreed upon 

production capacity. 

87. Fiat had also the obligation to rei ite to the Egyptian partner all modi- 

fications introduced in the selected model all through the period of the con- 

tract, as well as to supply all components and parts finished or semi-finished 

according to  the needs of production.  Fiat was also to assist in organizing the 

production,  inspection, sales and after-sale servioe of the products of the oon- 

tract. 

The o:cccution of tho paoücn^or car project 

(i) 'Jalos and prices 

88. A few months after signing the contract, the Fiat Model 1300 appeared on 

the international market.    It was decided to select this model as the basis of 

the contract  in place of the 1100 Model originally selected.    Hcrevor,  as calo 

of the liodel   1100 was already announced, and about 7f000 cars had been sold 

in the few weeks following this announcement,  it was decided to start with 

the assembly of this model to cover these sales, and simultaneously    tart the 

assembly of the new 1300 ïodel. 

89. It might be interesting at this point to refer to the big rush encountered 

in the sale of the 1100 car, as soon as its availability was announced.    This 

can bo easily explained by the very favourable selling price of LE 736 at the 

time when any other car on the market had a price of at least LE 9OO.    In 

less than two weeks, more than 7,000 cars were sold, with one-third of the 

price paid for each car as an advance payment.    This fact,  which under normal 

conditions would have been very plaauing, threw a big obligation on the com- 

pany which had only limited amounts of foreign currency for the importation of 
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pert» necessary to copo with this demand.    Delivery times of two to four 

years resulted. 

90. The same happened a*ain »/hen tho 1300 ¡bdel v/as launched and its sales 

began.    The selling prim v-s UZ 93^!, a price relatively low and very appoaling. 

91. It might bo artrucd her*-   that   tho prices ahould have  been fixed at a higher 

rate to conform more "ith the prevailing market prices and to limit the consump- 

tion.     It  should however be understood that   it -.-as one  of the aims of the 

Government to make available a car at a reasonably fair price.    The prices 

therefore,  as fixed by the Linistry of Industry, aimed to  fulfill this target 

more than to ensure high profite  to the producing, company.    The persistence 

of high demand and the difficulty of increasing production at a time when 

aost of the parts required for production were still imported,  formed a heavy 

load on the foreign currency requirement.    This was the  reason for increasing 

prices  in 1963 to LE Ö37 for the 1100 Model and to W¿ 1,035 for the 1300 Model. 

In I965 the prices were increased again to LE 1,000 for the 1100 and to LE 1,300 

for tho 1300.    Later in I965 the Government placed a production tax on tho cars 

locally produced,  and so the Boiling prices wore increased to LE 1,200 for tho 

1100 and to LE 1,700 for tho 1300.    This represents the price at present. 

92. To overcome the difficulty of obtaining the required foreign currency and 

to ensure the continuation of production which suffered permanently   from the 

liai tod amounts of currency allocated to  the project  (and evon stopped production 

completely for a time), the company had to  find its own meant; for obtaining 

foreign currency.    The solution wae found whon the posebility of selling cars 

to be paid in foreign currenev vrac  examined and proved cui te successful.    The 

cars thus sold were delivered in Egypt at a price v.hich included all customs 

and taxus.    Due to the hi¿h curtoo tariff on imported cars, which amounts to 

about  ?80 per cent of the car value,  this way offers a very appealing solution 

and a better alternative to Egyptians abroad than bringing bac': a car for 

which they will have to pay such a hi^h custom tariff.     It should bo noted 

that parts  imported in CKD condition are subject to customs of only about 

30 per cent of the  imported parte value.    This oolution succeeded in bringing 

the company an income of foreign currency which attained i, value of about 

800,000 pounds sterling in atout one year's timo. 
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(ii) Promotion deyelopti^t 

"Standard 2 assembly 

93. Th« equipment necessary for starting the assembly according to "Standard 2 

assombly" were delivered and erected in the; beginning of 1962. The assembly 

of the two loads, ilüO ana i300, started in Juno I962. tater in October I962 

tho assembly of th© ?300 ¿odol './as started and in July 1963, the jeep. 

94. The assembly in that form proved to be uneconomic and impractical. The 

packing, and shipping charges were very high, BO that the saving in the assembly 

costs wert> overbalanced by these extra costs, and the result ras a higher car 

price. The bodies were delivered and welded and painted and as they were 

subjected to choose ana bumpo during transport, it was found that they often 

required a lot of repair work and paint on arrival. This expense added to 

the car cost and : • -rio this form of assembly impractical. This stage was there- 

fore considered a transition period for training workers before the assembly 

started. 

"Standard 4 assembly" 

95» 'This stage was started in January I964 after all the equipment necessary 

was received and erected. Cortain difficulties were met in obtaining paints 

and chemicals needed which caused a delay in rparting this stage, planned 

originally to start in July 1963. 

96. Both tedcls, 1100 a'"1'1 1 3°A • were assembled on the same mechanical line, 

whereas the 2300 I lode 1 and tho jeeps had independent assembly lines. After 

a certain time of training an assembly rate of 22 cars per day in one shift 

was easily achieved. 

97» During this stage all parts were imported except tires, batteries, glass, 

exhaust mufflers, signs and emblems, seats and trimming materials, paints and 

oils. Together with the assembly work the local production percentage can be 

estimated at about 25 per cent of the total car value. 

:'Standard 6 assembly1 

98. Tho execution of this stage was postponed to a later tiao, giving priority 

to the engine production. 
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Engine production 

99. Due to tho fact that the 1300 liodcl was rcplacod by Fiat by the I5OO Model, 

it was decided to produce the engine of this laet jodel. This was more favoured 

due to the many usos of the 1500 enfine, as it ir, a suitable engine for micro- 

buses, delivery vans and li ¿ht trucos. In Avie UB t 19¿4 a technical delegation 

was sent to Fiat tu complote studies of that ntago, and order the reouirod 

equipment,  The equipment was ordered from various western and eastern European 

countries and attained a value of about LE 960,000. A big part of the special 

tooling was ordered from Fiat 

100. The delivery of tho equipment started at the beginning of I967 and con- 

struction work started immediately thereafter. Production trials were to start 

at the end of I967. Tho production inside the factory was to include the 

machining of most of the online parts. The semi-finished castings and forcings 

would be purchased from local suppliers who were already well on their way with 

their production. The accessories, such as the electrical components, fuel 

system oomponents etc. would be imported until locally supplied. 

(iii) Future prospecta 

101. The two remaining stages of this project arc being postponed at this time. 

This has been decided, so as to give time for all stages just started, either 

in the production of the 1500 engine or in the truck and bus project, to be 

completed and all difficulties successfully conquered. 

102. The 1300 engine that will be produced locally will be used in the assembly 

of tho I50O cars, as well as for other applications that are under study. 

(iv) Number of cara produced 

103. The following, tabic gives the number and value of cars produced looally 

from the beginning- of production until the end of I966: 

Table 8 

Number of Fiat cars produced,1962 - 1966 

Number        Va¡ue fr "? 

1962/63 3,796 3,446,546 
1963/64 4,527 4,468,984 
1964/65 4.004 3,680,590 
1965/66 1,615 2,272,380 

July-Doc. I9Ó6 46 ¿7.715 

Total 13,988        13,956,217 

ma 
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Vili. PRODUCTION OF TRACTORS 

Development of contract with Yugoslavia 

104. To oover the increasing demands  for tractors on projects of agriculture, 

land reform and coil  reclamation,  the project of production of tractors was 

included in the second five-,year industriai plan.     Thorough  investigations 

made by competent expert?  in the Idnistrier; of Agriculture and Agrarian Reform 

showed that the  tractor which is most  needed should have a power of about 

50 hp and should be of the wheel type.    The yearly re coti reme nt s were estimated to 

be about 1,500 tractors,  v:ith the prospect of Vicing doubled within the coming 

ton years,   particularly after the termination of the Aswan High Dam project. 

105«  Ii¿ the beginning of I960, contacts and studies started with several tractor 

manufacturers.    ¡Jamale tractors were  imported and tenis were made to determine 

{heir suitability under the specific local conditions of agriculture.    Different 

offers were also received and studied,  among which an offer for the production 

of the Yugoslav tractor,  Zadrugar 50,  was included.    This offer was found 

quite  favourable and the  tractor itself proved satisfactory when tested.  Thus 

in January I96I,  and as an annex to the agreement  for technical  and economic 

aid signed between the Five-Year Industrial  Plan Organization and the Ropublic 

of Yugoslavia,  the preliminary contract for the production of tractors in the 

UAJR was signed.    The agreement was based on the yearly production of 3,000 

tractors and 3,000 additional diesel engines  for industrial and automotivo use, 

in two working shifts. 

106. The tractor selected was originally produced in Yugoslavia under the license 

of tho Italian firm, Landini, and is basically the Hassoy Fergusßon tractor with 

the Perkins engine as produced in Italy.    Tho engine is a four cylinder wator 

cooled diesel engine of 50 hp and one of a series produced in throe four and 

six cylinders covering a range between 35 and 85 hp.    The license obtained 

covers the tractor and the complete engine series. 

107. The final contract was signed in July I96I and its execution was entrusted 

to the '31 Nasr Automotive I manufacturing Company,   so as to have all the auto- 

motive projects executed in one place.    This was believed best to improve tho 

economy and reduce costs and overhead in tho execution of the projects.    It 

did, howover,  throw a tremendous load on the management of this company and 
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necessitated the completo reorganization of the company and the replanning 

of its layout. The capital of the company was increased to LE  I4.5 millior, 

paid entirely by the Government. 

108. The contract is basically very similar to the two previous contracts 

signed with Kloeckner-Humboldt-Deut? and Fiat. It foresaw the production 

of the tractor in five successive production stages starting with the 

assembly of the tractor and engines and the production of certain small 

parts. In the following stages the engine would thon bo produced, while 

the fifth and last stage was reserved for tho production of the gearbox, 

steering and transmission parts. 

109. At tho end of the stages the local production percentage was estimated to 

achieve a value of 46.5 per cent of the total tractor value. It was furthor 

anticipated to obtain from local suppliers parts with a value of about 43 per 

cent, so that the total local production percentage would achieve 89,5 per cent 

of the total tractor value. 

110. The time required for execution was to be harmonizod with tho other pro- 

jects and was expected to run moro or losa parallol to the stages of the truck 

and bus projects. 

Development of production 

11Í. Tho assembly of the tractors started in April I962 and that of engines 

in July 1963. The second production stage, including tho production of sovoral 

small parts and light pressings, was started in February 1967f while the equip- 

ment for the third 3tagc was ordered and was expected to start production 

at tho end of 1967. 

112, Tho oxGCution of the projoct was subjected to bi<, delays. The main reasons 

for those delays wore certain objootions that tho compotent authorities in the 

Ai-.---,;try of Agrarian Reform (being the main consumer) presented with regard 

to the performance of the tractor in the actual local app]ications. Timo con- 

suming investigations and now tests on the tractor v.'ero performed and have 

finally led to the introduction of a number of modifications to make it more 

suitable for local use. Due to tho hard soil in 'typt, the tractor weight had 

to be increased and extra weight was added to the roar and front axles in order 

to improve its cultivating abilities. Production was ohanged over to the now 

modified tractor and it is hoped progress, so far delayed, will be rosumod in 

completing tho rest of the stages. 
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113. Tfcc looal production percentage alroady achieved in the tractor is about 

25 p«r-cont of the total tractor value inside the factory.    To this percentage 

about nine per cent  should be added representing the value  of parto purchased 

from local suppliera,   including  the front tires,   cxhaunt mufflers,  extra weights 

and batteries.     The  number and value of trac ton.- and engines produced locally 

wore a£j  follows: 

Tabic- 9 

Locally produced tractors and engines. 

1962-1966 

1962/63 

1963/64 

1964/65 

1965/^6 

Jan.-JuljK'ó 

Tota] 

Tractors EnftinoB 

number value nuobor value 

605 322,800 773 466,334 

866 1,177,760 871 540,161 

286 388,960 - - 

1,016 1,381,760 791 540,121 

571 771.331 ??5 808.341 

3.344 4,542,591 3,370 2,354,957 

W. EL N4SR AUTOMOTIVE JAKUFACTUISNC COiPAHY 

114. The contract for the production of tractors represents tho last contract 

signed in the lino of autoaoti v. products. As mentioned, the execution of all 

those contracte wan entrusted to the El Nasr Automotive Î ¡anu fact uri riß Company. 

Some relevant data of the Company aro: 

Invested capital 

Fixed assets 

Built-up factory aroa in I967 

Total built up factory area 
(final stage) 

Total area of factory premises 

Porsonnel in 1967 

Total porBonncl (final stage) 

Salarios and allowances in 1967 

Company dealers in Egypt in I967 

LE I4.5 million; 

LE 10 million (including oquipmont 
LE 4.6 million,  constructions and 
service networks LE 3 million); 

239,350 m2; 

260,000 m2: 

1,"60,000 m2: 

4,825; 

10,000; 

LE 1.3 million}   ' 

21. 
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115. Durine, its development stagos, tho Company faced many difficulties that 

oaueod repeated delays in the execution of the projects. A brief summary of 

these difficulties and their reasons is given in the following chapter. 

X.  DIFFICULTIES ENCOUNTERED IN THE DEVELOP?EUT OF THE 
AUTOimVE INDUSTRY 

Diversity of the pro.iccts 

116. IThon tho Oompany was founded in i960, the only project at hand was the 

production of trucks and busos. All the Company's plans v/cre based on that 

project alone and factory buildings were started according to this project's 

noeds. However, in 19ÓI and within a period of three months the Company 

signed contracts to execute three more projects, i.e. trailers, passenger 

cars and tractors, the volume of which was in no way smaller than the original 

one. 

117. Thus the Company had to be completely reorganized, and all its plans 

and layouts had to be revised and readjusted. The fact that the same manage- 

ment had to face four different partners of throe different nationalities 

and co-ordinate them, added to the magnitude of difficulties encountered. 

Different systems had to be standardized, such as, the product numbering 

system, which presented difficult problems to solve. 

118. horeover, the production lines were already started in i960.  This added 

to the tremendous load the Company faced, as the efforts had to be distributed 

betv;een planning, building the factories, negotiating new contracts and ordire 

for equipment, training the required personnel, producing and organizing sales 

and service - all simultaneously. 

Lack of foreign exchange 

119. The most important single factor retarding production and progross of 

the projects has been and is still the lac!: of adequate foreign exohango for 

capital equipment and such raw materials and parts as are needed for produc- 

tion. Difficulties in obtaining import licences for raw materials and parts 

caused delays and made it difficult to plan in advance. Production continuous- 

ly suffered from interruptions and stoppages. The Company had always to de- 

cide between using foreign exchange quotas allocated to it for tho coninuation 
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of the production lines to cover the urgent needs of the market,  or buying 

the necessary capital investment to ensure the planned progress in the pro- 

ject sta-,eo.    Decisions in favour of nroductior. continuation had often to be 

taken to avoid stoppages and moot urgent  needs,   thur causing  further delays 

in obtaining the eouipment necessary for the execution of the projects.    This, 

in itself,  increased the  fc-   j.•  ,.-, hanzo .v,quii emonia To- parto and raw materials 

due to the delayed local  production of parts,  and caused indirectly a continu- 

ing drain on foreign exchange. 

120. Thin situation has been solved recently and a decision to give full prior- 

ity to completing, the truck    and bus project,  as veil as certain stages of the 

other projects, has been taren.    Ways to obtain foreign currency to cover produc- 

tion needs were also found by  the company .itself as has been previously disouased. 

Lack _cf ski lied  personnel 

121. The problem of finding   the remi i rod skilled personnel represented also 

on i of the    Tficulties that handicapped the Company's progress.     The rapid 

expansion of the Company and the different projects that were started at the 

same time,  required lar^e  numbers of skilled personnel to cope with all the 

functions entailed in such a hi/, venture    .Such hi¿h skills as were requested 

were practically unavailable,  especially considering that the automotive in- 

dustry was still  in its pioneering stages  in the 'JAR.    Training was  the only 

solution,  and the Company put ¿zreat effort  in orfanizinf  training  courses in 

different fields.    Several engineers and technicians were sent for training 

abroad in the contractors«   factories.    A number of experts wore also dele- 

gated from the contractors  ior short periods to  assist  in starting production 

in the different s tar«'-s. 

122. The lack of skill was mostly felt in the production planning,   tool de- 

sign and processin,'   and in the stores.    The lari o number of parts  that were 

produced locally or importea,  and which had to b,: moved properly so as to 

reach the assembly lines nt the proper time,  required hi^h skill  in planning. 

This represented one of the major difficluties and caused frequent production 

stoppages.    The number of different items  in the stores are at present about 

120,000,  a figure that indicates the magnitude of the problem. 

123. To face this problem and solve it properly the Company has recently in- 

troduced electronic data processine machines and is now contracting for a 
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computer.    Some of the major operations,  such as stoc* control and supply 
orders, are already conducted on those machines. 

Lac1: of ancillary industries 

124. All the contracts have  forceen the supply of a large variety of parts 

from local ancillary industries,  the value of those parts being anticipated to 

bo about 43 to 46 per cent of the total  product value at the end of the various 

production stages.    These parts included the casting and for*inGs needed for 

machin^  in the automotivo  factory where  no  for,c or foundry was planned 

Thus  the  share  of the ancillary industries u «  by no means  less  than that of 

the automotive  factory;   m fact  it was  even bi6&er.    The,  importane, of this 

share became even more drastic,  as most of the fast moving parts needed as 

sparo parts, „ere in this .hare.    Examples of such parts are pistons and rin£s, 

electrxcal accessories,  boariru, shells and rubber and plastic parts. 

125. In 1961, when the automotive industry actually started,  there were hardly 

any automotive ancillary industries,  „ith the exception of a tire factory in 

Alexandria and several   battery factories.    Certain other item8 such a8 plastic 

parts,  straight glass and exhaust mufflers were produced irregularly and with- 
out adhering to any specifications. 

126. The task that the company had to  face  therefore was  a very heavy one.    Now 

•upplierc had to be created and the existing oner, had to be  trained to stick 

to exact specifications and delivery schedules,    ^istinç capacities had to 

be exploited and neu prod~ct*o.i skills developed. 

127. A special permanent cc^.itt, e ..-a, formed with représentâmes from the 

Company,  the Five-Year Industrial Plan Organization and the military factories 

to deal with these tas:s.    The company itself formed a special   technical de- 

partment „hich »as only responsible  for the purchase of locally produced parte. 

128. Due to enormous and persistent efforts fco company succeeded in obtaining- 

a large number of parts  from local supplier«.    The total number of parts ob- 

tained „as 1,907 different items,  representing 10 to 25 per cent of the total 

value of each product.    These items were supplied by 144 different suppliers, 
either government companies or private enterprises. 
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129. Amon¿ the items successfully produced locally today are: 

(a) Prom metal and engineering industries - casting (ferrous and non- 
ferrous),  forrin^'s,   leaf springs,  cables,   ixh u¡=t iw'fiers,  bolts -laid 
nuts,  special standard parts, various prcscincs,  emblems, wooden 
parts,   spar': plu^c,   horns,   air and oil  filtern,   Aas'ccts and brake 
linings: 

(b) From chemical  industries -  different paints and chemicals needed for 
for paintir,; ,   rubber parts,  plastic parts,  tires and ¿lass; 

(c) iTom textile  industries - all material  required for the upholstery 
and trim; 

(d) From petroleum industries  - oils and lubricants and thinners. 

130. Several new projects for producine certain automotive parts have also 

boon established, mostly in the military factories:,   aid   arc expected to be  in 

production soon.    Among these projects arc the production of pistons, gudgeon 

pins and rings  (expected to  start  in December 1967);  production of clutches 

under license of Fichtcl .and Lachs of the Federal  Republic of Germany;  ball 

and roller bearings under licence   of FAÜ of the Federal Republic of Germany; 

radiators, helical springs,  pressure die ca3ted aluminium parts, valves and 

bearing wheels. 

131. However,  it must be noted that the relatively small volume of produotion 

represents a serious handicap towards the establishment of new ancillary in- 

dustries.    The majority of such industries are based strictly on large-scale 

production and would be completely uneconomic if produced on the limited 

scale on which the automotive  industry in the UAÏÏ is based.     This difficulty 

is also confronted with e^rre  of the  existing ancillary  industries and causes 

the price of the products to be very hi&h.    It throws an extra burden on the 

automotive factory and greatly incroases the price of the completed local pro- 

duct. 

Continuous modifications in parts and models 

132. One of the main characteristics of the automotive industry is the con- 

tinuous improvement and modification introduced in the design and specifications 

of the different car parts.     This is much more the case in passenger car pro- 

duction, where the car model  itself is completely chanced once every one or 

two years. 

133. These oontinuous changes proved to be a serious difficulty which hamporcd 

the progress of work in the different stages, especially in those stages where 
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parte of a certain group were produced locally, une roas others were imported 

from the original supplier. There was then no alternative but to follow the 

original manufacturer1 c modifications, so that the different parts would fit 

together. This would often require major modifications in the tooling which 

would result in ^rcat extra expense, especially in relatively «mall production 

volume. This difficulty vil1 ~,L¡ pertly overcome rhen it 1 ocoracc possible to 

produce the whole ¿roup locally, thus making it possible to freeze a ¿roup 

of parte (except for slight modifications which do not require major changos 

in the equipment) until the tooling is economically depreciated. 

XI.      CONCLUSION 

134. From this survey it can bo concluded that the automotive industry has 

been firmly founded in the UAR.    Though this youn¿ industry is still facing 

some difficulties it can be said that most of the oarly problems have been over- 

oome. 

135« It might be true that the targets set were too ambitious. Yet the practi- 

cal and actual experience received so far should make it possible to attain the 

majority of the aims set, 

136. In light of the present situation, it can be expected that local production 

of trucks and buses will achieve its final stages within the next two years.    A 

local production percentage of at least 75 per cent of the total value of the 

vehicles should be then attained.    Uithin the sanie period,  trailers are also 

expected to  be locally produced in their entirety.     The production of these 

trucks, buses and trailers suuli be enough to cover all  local needs,  as well 

as a kood percentage of the needs of the neighbouring Arab countries. 

137« Production of tractors for agriculture as well as industrial diesel engines 

shall closely follow the production of trucks and buses.  I-'iaking use of the avail- 

able capacity in the truck and bus  factory,  as well  as of available  capacities 

in existing military factories,  it is believed that  it will be possible to achieve 

a minimum percentage of about 70 per cent of the total value of the tractor,  in 

local production within the next t-uo years with a minimum new investment.    The 

production of the roar tires, which has recently started in the tire  factory 

at Alexandria, will also help to increase this percentage. 
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138.  As for passenger cars,  it is expected that production in the next fow years 

will be concentrated on the Fiat  I5OO engine  and the assembly of a car model 

where this engine can he  fitted.    Any  further production of the mechanical 

groups or body is,   for the  time  being-,   quite   improbable. 

139»  °n the  other hind  there  is  a strong tendency  to assemble microbuses and 

delivery vans locally.     Tie types  to  he  selected will  allow the use of the 

I50O engine,   production of which  in aoout to  start.     It  should be also possiblo, 

without difficulties or extra investirent,   to  produce  their bodies locally, 

140.  Thus  the Egyptian automotive industry will continue  to flourish and will 

represent  soon,  one of the main  industries  in the UAR. 






